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Raising brand awareness, building trust, establishing credibility, and ultimately driving revenue -
that's what the top of the funnel is all about. It can be a marketer's Paradise City, but without
focus it can quickly become overwhelming. The one-two punch of social media and content
marketing is a vital part of any successfully integrated marketing approach. If you are not pairing
these two powerhouses together then you are simply missing opportunities to grow your
business.The tactics and strategies in this audiobook have come together through a tremendous
amount of research, trial and error, expert input, and real-world applications. From startups to
enterprise, what's included here works across the board and can very quickly make an
impact.Just like your favorite double album, this book is separated into four sides, each one
addressing a different aspect of content and social:Content - why marketers need to change
their mentality from creating more content to more-relevant content and three practical ways to
create content that delivers a face-melting return on investment.Social - using social to build
awareness and trust and drive high-quality leads.All together now - what the future holds for
content and social and what it means for marketers.The credits - the essential resources you
need to stay on top of trends in content and social media.No frills, no fluff, just useful, practical
tactics, strategies, and lessons from one modern marketer to another, with a touch of rock 'n' roll
flare.

"I am very satisfied with the proposed new text. The scope and sequence of lessons are
appropriate and logical. The additional software is a plus. The WebReporting is very valuable." -
Martha Harpole, Hinds Community College"I really love the books. They are easy to read, easy
to teach from. Course content can be increased or decreased depending on student ability."-
Kay Holcomb, Eastern New Mexico University-RoswellAbout the AuthorDr. Susie H. VanHuss
received her B.S. degree from the University of Southwestern Louisiana and her MBA and Ph.D.
degrees from Indiana University. Her teaching specialties include business communications,
administrative systems, and personnel management. Her work, includes textbooks in
communications, keyboarding and word processing, and office technology. She has written
numerous journal articles and has served on the editorial review boards of several leading
business education journals.Dr. Connie M. Forde is a full professor and head of the Department
of Instructional Systems and Workforce Development at Mississippi State University, where she
leads undergraduate programs in information technology services, business technology teacher
education, and industrial technology, as well as graduate programs in instructional technology.
Dr. Forde also continues to advise doctoral students on their dissertation research. Prior to her
tenure at Mississippi State University, she was a business teacher at both the community
college and secondary levels. She earned her B.S. and M.Ed. degrees in business education



from the University of Southern Mississippi and her Ph.D. in higher education from the University
of Mississippi. Dr. Forde serves as coauthor of the COLLEGE KEYBOARDING series and a
variety of word processing and integrated applications textbooks and simulations. She is a
recognized contributor to the professional literature and a speaker at state, regional, and
national conferences. Additionally, she has served as president of the National Business
Education Association, Southern Business Education Association, and National Council of Pi
Omega Pi, and chair of the Foundation for the Future of Business Education.Donna L. Woo is an
instructor and department coordinator for Information Systems/Office Automation at Cypress
College and associate director of education at Pacific College. She received her B.A. and M.A.
degrees in business education from Michigan State University and earned her Ed.D. from Nova
University. Her industry experience includes work for both IBM and General Motors. A respected
author, Dr. Woo has written several word processing textbooks and has served as a coauthor on
several editions of South-Western COLLEGE KEYBOARDING textbooks.
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Douglas Burdett, “Learn how to make your content marketing ROCK!!. The media could not be
loaded.
                
            
                
            
            
        
    
    

  
  
In case you didn't notice, the book title includes references to Guns N' Roses AND Spinal Tap.
Jason Miller has a background in rock and roll, having played in hair metal bands and working in
the music industry, and being a rock and roll concert photographer. He has also worked at
marketing automation software giant Marketo and now works in marketing at LinkedIn.He
describes his book as "Everything I have learned over the past 4-5 years pulled together with my
passion for rock `n' roll." It's an excellent book, and not just because Ann Handley wrote the
forward to it.It's packed with practical tips and I don't think he recommends any content
marketing or social media tactics that he hasn't already tried and tested himself.Like a great
album, he divides the book into sides: side one is about content marketing and side two is about
social media.The book also has a lot of great career advice for anyone who is in marketing and
needs to evolve their skills as well as anyone starting out in marketing or thinking about going
into that field.I really enjoyed reading "Welcome to the Funnel" and I bet you will too.And, to
listen to an interview with Jason Miller about "Welcome to the Funnel," visit
MarketingBookPodcast.com”

Ted Jones, “A Brilliant, B2C "Big Rock" for Marketo. And that's exactly why you should buy this
book. It's a great, quick read full of practical social media and content marketing fundamentals



that eventually leaves you thinking -- ok, if I want to implement this effectively, and harness
analytics, maybe I should look into Marketo since it's been so highly recommended in the book?
If that were the author's goal (and maybe it was), it was brilliantly done and the book serves as a
great example for how to pull off content marketing.If you're currently putting together a strategy
for a new product or business, this book will help. And it's fun. I'm a musician so I enjoyed all the
references. It's also written in plain English and has nice illustrations. Overall, a fun read - worth
the price for sure. I'll recommend it!”

Peg Fitzpatrick, “Great read for people who want to find out what .... Great read for people who
want to find out what content marketing is and how it works from the inside. I love that the focus
is on creating great content which is what I advocate as well but Jason also breaks down the
other pieces of what it's like to be a content creator and social media marketer. Trust me, and
Jason, it's not as easy as it looks! Jason has had success with real world marketing campaigns
so grab a few tricks from his playbook.”

Dennis A. Goedegebuure, “always get the coverage of the most important media outlets and are
loved by their customers who talk about the companies produc. Ever wondered why certain
companies get so much attention from social media influencers, always get the coverage of the
most important media outlets and are loved by their customers who talk about the companies
products over lunch, coffee or at the water cooler? Now days, you need to get noticed online!
Jason is showing you how you can adopt a couple of simple tactics and a more comprehensive
framework to get attention and build your brand.”

Pamela Muldoon, “Solid Content Marketing Lessons with A Rock 'n Roll Spirit. Jason Miller has
written an excellent book on how to pull together the various moving parts of digital marketing to
create successful content marketing. Strategy, editorial, creation, distribution and promotion are
all thought out carefully and with a fun nod to the wonderful world of rock 'n roll. Easy to digest
with Jason's super fun and engaging personality, "Welcome to the Funnel" is a great addition to
your marketing book library.”

Eric Sutherland, “How to implement content for a Funnel. This is the type of book I read twice
and its full of useful content processes that somebody like me can apply and improve with
practice. From a content Guru who has learned the hard way.”

kabe, “An absolute delight to read. Inspiring. Practical. Fun.. An absolute delight to read. Highly
recommend the audio version too.”

Ebook LibraryReader, “Must read for every modern marketer.. Jason goes into depth on how to
build out a true funnel with content and seamlessly connects the dots with social, and
measurement.The advice in this book is helping my marketing team generate both more and



better quality leads.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Super!. Jason Miller weiß aus erster Hand wie der "Funnel" funktioniert
und wie er gefüttert wird. Anhand von konkreten Beispielen erhält man Einblicke in die Taktiken
und Strategien des ehemaligen Marketo-Content-Marketers und jetzigen Head of Content
Marketing bei Linkedin. Super Lektüre, schnell zu verdauen und doch sehr viel Substanz!”

Een, “Nice guide. It is about earning money in the content marketing business”

The book by Barbara Hemphill has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 42 people have provided feedback.
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